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What is the duty of a disciple?
Question: Gurudev! What is the duty
of a disciple?
Pujya Bapuji:

JwéH¥$nm {h Ho$db§ {eî`ñ` na§ _L²>Jb_² &
“Only by the Grace of the Guru can a
disciple attain final liberation.”
Doing what you like is not your duty;
the order of the Guru is your duty. What
you like is not your duty but what your
supreme well-wisher SatGuru likes is what
is your duty child! What you have liked was
done by you for ages, what looked good to
you was done by you for centuries, but for
once, do what is liked by those enlightened
men. What you like is not your duty because
your ego keeps changing many forms. The
duty changes as per the change of the ego
sense. When the ego vanishes, duty also
vanishes, duty changes with the change of
the ego. Therefore gracious Lord! You are
exhausted by changing your duties. Now…
“I was exhausted by transmigration in
84 lakh species. I am relaxed now.
I just have to take rest, What remains yet
to be done?
I have hit the bull’s eye perfectly, What
remains yet to be done?
I have realized what actually I wanted to
know, What remains yet to be done?”

Ah§ ~«÷m{ñ_ & {edmo@h_² & ewÕmo@h_² & gËnmÌmo@h_² &
I am Brahman, I am He, I am Pure, I am
eligible for Truth. Feel: ‘I am a disciple
eligible for my Guru’s knowledge, so His
knowledge will resonate in me. I am a true
disciple of SatGuru, therefore this
knowledge will resonate in me.’ Keep
repeating this formulae several times.
Vasishthaji MahÍrÍj says: “The
knowledge of Brahman does not resonate
in a person who has not subdued his
senses. It does not even resonate in a
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person who has subdued his senses but
is not a disciple. This knowledge resonates
in the person who is a disciple and also
wishes to subdue his senses.” Other satsang
listeners get words but the transmission
of spiritual energy of the Guru works on
those who develop discipleship.
“Saint Kabir says that going on a
pilgrimage accrues one fruit, while the
company of saints, yields fourfold fruit.”
If you get the company of a saint then
you attain four things viz. Dharma (religious
duties fulfilled) , Artha (life’s purpose
achieved), Kama (desires fulfilled) and
Moksha (emancipation ensues) but getting
these four things is one thing and getting
your ego dissolved in the source which
illuminates these four things, is infinite fruit.
On meeting a SatGuru one attains infinite
fruit. One that is not finite is called infinite.
The fruit which is boundless,
beginningless and endless is infinite fruit.
Supreme attainment doesn’t have any end
or limit and supreme attainment is not the
rising of the ego or a change of the ego, but
dissolution of the ego in your true Self. And
this is verily the best way to dissolve the
ego in our own being. : “I am of the nature
of peace, non-enjoyer , non-doer,
transcendent, of the nature of NÍrÍyaÔa.”
MadÍlasÍ says to her crying son: “You
are pure, enlightened, and spotless. Leave
the illusion of the world and wake up
from this deep slumber of delusion. You
are Existence-Consciousness-Bliss
absolute, Atman.”
The divine nectar of Brahmarasa which
queen MadÍlasÍ made her dear child
drink, I am making you drink that, keep
digesting it. If a child playing in the lap
of MadÍlasÍ can digest the Brahmarasa
then why can’t children playing in the
Íshramas of Gurus digest it?
m
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The life of a Gurumukh is the true life
Let us know from historical examples,
what fruit of leading the life of a Gurumukh
(one who obeys the dictates of his Guru)
who live their life in accordance with the
principles of their Self-realized Saint
SatGuru, obeying the commands of the
Guru; and what is the course of those who
lead the life of a Manmukh (one who obeys
the dictates of the mind) who becomes
averse to the Saint SatGuru.

The fruit of being a Gurumukh
He became the Guru of BhagavÍn
SÍndipani was not a brilliant student
but he was devoted to obedience to the
commands of his Guru. His Guru ordered
him, “Throw my son into the well….”
SÍndipani instantly followed the order.
Other disciples pulled the son of the Guru
out of the well and thrashed SÍndipani,
despising him saying, “You are a murderer,
a traitor of the Guru!”
After some days Gurudev said, “Son!
Hurry up, set my hut on fire.” SÍndipani
immediately set the hut on fire. Disciples
came, extinguished the fire, and left nothing
undone whilst beating and scolding
SÍndipani.
When Guruji
decided to leave his
body, he gave his
various personal
belongings to his
disciples in the form
of mementos. Gurudev asked SÍndipani:
“You have served me as a slave. What
should I give to you? Go, the Lord of the
Universe will become your slave
(disciple).”
Lord Krishna became a disciple of
SÍndipani.
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Completed the unfinished book
There was a bhakta named GÍubÍ in
Saint EknÍthji’s ashram. He was so crazy
for puranpolis (a type of sweet) that he was
given the name puranpolya. When EknÍthji
called him for mantra initiation, he came to
know that he already did japa of a mantra.
EknÍthji asked, “What do you repeat?” He
replied with the utmost innocence: “I do
only one japa – NÍth (God) is just one,
EknÍth is truth. God is one….”
EknÍthji saw that every cell of his body
was infused with
exclusive devotion
to the Guru. His
heart brimmed over
with
grace.
Puranpolya became
successful
in
pleasing Guruji and digesting his grace.
After the MahÍsamÍdhi of EknÍthji, his
unfinished book ‘BhÍvÍrth RÍmÍyana’
which could not be completed by his son,
was completed by this Guru-Bhakta devoted
to one Guru.

The pleased Guru enlightened
his disciple
There was a Guru-Bhakta named Ramu
in Gujarat.
His Guruji
said to him,
“I have been
invited for
dinner, bring
a
horsecarriage.” He hired and brought along a
horse-carriage, but Guruji scolded Ramu
giving various reasons to return it and to
bring it again ten times; but Ramu did not
react. Finally, Guru and disciple went to the
place of invitation.
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Light the lamp of the Self on the Festival of Lights!
DipÍvali celebration: 2nd to 6th November

The festival of lights refers to the
festival called DipÍvali. DipÍvali is a social
and religious festival as well as an occasion
for seekers to return to their true self. When
Lord RÍma left AyodhyÍ, the inhabitants
of AyodhyÍ had nothing, despite possessing
everything, but when Lord RÍma was
present in AyodhyÍ then even the walls felt
joy and the plants felt blessed, every
habitant was joyful. In the same way, if that
inner Self, RÍma is revealed in your heart,
you can celebrate DipÍvali everyday and
every moment, not only once a year.
Dipa means a lamp or an illuminator;
the light twinkling in the luminous mind,
body and feelings. There are two types of
light, the inner light and the outer light.
DipÍvali inspires to light the inner light
with the support of the external light.

Á`mo{Vfm_{n VÁÁ`mo{VñV_g… na_wÀ`Vo &
“He is the light of lights, said to be
beyond darkness.”
(The GitÍ: 13.17)
There is Àtmajyoti, the light of the
Self, flickering in our hearts that knows
even the darkness of ignorance, and also
knows that the lamp is lit, the light has
come and the darkness is dispelled. This
is a series of external lights to kindle the
light of that ParamÍtman.
Indian culture has always been a priest
of knowledge, of light. V_gmo _m Á`mo{VJ©_` &
‘Lead us from darkness to light.’
Let us go towards light from darkness.
The lamps, stars and lightning of AvidyÍ
are twinkling. They are illuminated
(known) by the light of the Self (Àtmajyoti).
Ignorance and knowledge are both
illuminated only by the Àtmajyoti. This
Àtmajyoti knows both darkness and light.

– Pujya Bapuji

This Àtmajyoti doesn’t just illuminate the
lamps and darkness, but also knows the six
foes hidden inside us KÍma (lust), Krodha
(anger), Lobha (greed), Moha
(attachment), AhankÍra (egoism) and
Matsara (jealousy).
DipÍvali encourages us to live in the
light of Atman (Àtmajyoti). Anger has
come, witness it. ‘Anger has come and
so it will go. If I become angry, how long
will I be angry? If worry has come, it
will go but how much should I be
overwhelmed by it?’ Likewise, often
greed, attachment and jealousy come
and go, but one who knows all these is
the light of Atman, the Supreme Self.
Àtmajyoti is the one who cleanses the
mind of impurity, removes dullness of
intellect. It is capable of turning the
intellect into the Buddhi Yoga (the Yoga of
wisdom). This is the intellect that bestows
divine grace. The festival of DipÍvali is the
occasion that inspires us to attain the
intellect which bestows divine grace.
No matter how miserable a state comes,
no matter how deep the darkness may be,
the morning definitely comes. No matter
how painful the situation is, do not panic,
live in the light of knowledge, no harm
occurs to the soul. You are always close to
the Self, the Supreme Self. That which is
eternal is the Self, the Supreme Self and
that which is impermanent is the darkness
of sorrow. That which is eternal is the dawn
of knowledge and happiness and that which
is impermanent is a fit of passion. Lust,
anger, greed, attachment come and go,
anxiety comes and goes, but the Àtmajyoti
always illuminates as it is.
m
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Exposal of the dissimulative words of Bharati
As far as the history of SanÍtan Dharma
is concerned, no daughter of any Guru has
ever committed the sin of converting
disciples of her Guru into those of hers. Of
the 10 Gurus of Sikhism, until Guru
AmardÍsa (who was the third of the 10 Sikh
Gurus) the Guru would select His successor
Himself based purely upon the eligibility
of the disciple without considering the
family line. However, in later years, Bibi
BhÍni, the daughter of Guru AmardÍsa,
upon being told to ask for a boon from Him,
demanded from her father– ‘The line of the
Guru stays in the family.’ Despite this, until
and unless the Guru appointed His
successor, no descendants or offspring *
dared take up the Guru-ship themselves.
However, in this terrible Kaliyuga one
Guru-Putri (daughter of a Guru), without
even being appointed as successor, has been
converting initiated male and female
disciples of the Guru into those of hers,
thereby misusing and exploiting the latter
financially and spiritually. She is lacking in
tapas (austerity), teja (spiritual brilliance)
and spiritual practice; nor does she have any
spiritual Guru. The very purpose of this
article is to know how she tricks and traps
naïve, innocent sÍdhakas by shaking their
faith in their Guru, thereby making them
her disciples. The innocent sÍdhakas should
save themselves from her illusory trap and
secure their faith (in their Guru) along with
their property and assets.
During her discourse on 21st February
2020 in Alandi (Pune) on the event of
MahÍshivarÍtri, BhÍrati, pointing to Lord
Shiva, said, “The one thing I would like to
* Note: Prithi Chand, the eldest son of Guru
RÍmdÍs who was the fourth Guru of Sikhism,
dared to do so to an extent, but he was unsuccessful.

tell Him (Lord Shiva) from deep within is
that – it is good that your gaÔas (attendants)
didn’t discriminate between you and
GaÔesha (your son) that Lord Shiva is
different from GaÔesha. We, however, are
bound to face this. It is good that you didn’t
have to confront such a problematic
situation. (Despite the sensible audience not
applauding her statement, she deliberately
made them do so, to prove that she had made
a good statement.) It is good that Shiva and
GaÔesha didn’t have to face the situation
wherein the gaÔas of Shiva are warned –
“O attendants of Lord Shiva! You are not
supposed to go to GaÔesha!”
BhÍrati, making false statements, tried
cunningly to mislead listeners in the name
of Lord Shiva and GaÔesha. The gaÔas of
Shiva weren’t foolish like the modernday disciples in that they would start
worshipping GaÔesha instead of their Ishta
(presiding deity). Their devotion was not
wavering or unsteady, but unswerving. Nor
was GaÔesha inflicted by the desire of being
worshipped by the gaÔas of Shiva that he
would conspire to deviate them from the
path of unswerving devotion.
Chapters 13th to 18th of KumÍra Khanda
of Rudra SaÒhitÍ contain details relating
to the birth, etc., of GaÔesha. Maids, friends
and attendants of the likes of MantharÍ, who
give evil advice and who are engaged in
devious practice to sway people for their
own selfish interests are easily found. Even
on KailÍsa there were some maids and
female friends of PÍrvati who were quite
jealous by nature and knowing Shiva’ s
gaÔas to be a hindrance in their devious
plans and selfish interests would keep
instigating her. Once, the female friends of
PÍrvati, JayÍ and VijayÍ conferred with her,
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The result of disobeying Guru’s command – Pujya Bapuji
A disciple should obey whatever
command his Self-realised SatGuru gives
without any delay. Disobeying Guru’s
commands or deceiving him invites ruin.
(This incident is proving something like
this.)
Pay attention on what miracle is hidden
in Guru’s command or signal! KeshavdÍs
was a chosen disciple of
Sant DÍduji. He only
used to manage foodarrangements
in
DÍduji’s
ashram.
Stoves of Clay were
made, in which
firewood was burnt. A
stove was slightly
broken. Midday dinner
was over. KeshavdÍs thought ‘before we
start preparing supper/evening meal I shall
bring some clay and repair this stove.’ So
he left slowly to bring some clay.
DÍduji said: “O Keshav! Where are you
going?”
He said: “I am going to bring some clay
for stove.”
“Do not go, sit down. Do not go now.”
See, Guruji stops you from doing what
you wish to do and with His grace compels
you to do what you do not want to do or do
not know. Guruji snatched from me what I
wanted to do – idol of God, Thakurji,
worship; and what I was unaware of, that
treasure Guruji has given to me. We are all
childish in comparison with the potential
and wisdom of Guru.
DÍduji said: “Do not go Keshav! Leave it.”
Keshav came back and sat there. But
when he noticed that Guruji went there he
left that place surreptitiously and reached
the mine. As soon as he hit the spade in the

clay mine a boulder from the top of the mine
fell on Keshav and he died.
The news reached DÍduji. He said: “I had
forbidden him but he still went?”
He said: “Yes.”
“Then why to bring him in the ashram,
keep his dead body on the mountain itself
so that it will feed animals and birds there.”
Crows, vultures,
kites and insects ate
his body and he was
finished like a dog.
He left surreptitiously
from his Guru and met
untimely death. Why
to perform last rites
for the one who
disobeys
Guru’s
commands. DÍduji arranged his body to
be thrown away.
One who can deceive his Guru, how
much faithful will he be with the others?
I am satisfied that I have never deceived
my Guru even for a minute. First Guruji’s
order would come and then I would go and
it was in Guruji’s knowledge that I am here
on this day. For hair or beard cut or for
shaving my head first I would get
permission from the Guru by writing him
a letter, once he permits I used to do it then.
(Unfortunate are those who by looking
and understanding that ‘so and so person
daily disobeys Guru’s commands, they
themselves are transgressing the principles
of Guru and also misleading other people’,
even then they keep singing their praises.
Future of those who are visiting the people
disobeying Guru’s commands is bleak but
those who are engaged in justifying them
are also unfortunate. They are digging
their own graves. – Compiler)
m
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